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As public works professionals, we devote our entire
careers to serving others.
Whether you work in the
public or private sector,
your efforts make life better
for the communities in
which we live, work and
play. But is knowing this enough to make us
happy with our lives? Does happiness increase
if we have more money, a new car or a bigger
house? Does happiness increase when we receive a raise, a promotion or a new job? Or is
most of our happiness derived from our friends,
family and faith? Is there a way we public works
professionals can measure happiness (we all
seem to like to measure & quantify everything
we do)?
Here is one way to explore these questions and
possibly learn a little more about yourself at the
same time. The University of Pennsylvania offers a free online test entitled “Authentic Happiness Inventory” that you can take at this link:
www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/
testcenter
registering and providing some basic information

about yourself, you can take the test which consists of 24
multiple choice questions. You are asked to pick the one
statement in each group that best describes the way you
have been feeling for the past week, including today. I
scored a 3.5 (out of 5) and ranked in the 62nd percentile for
my occupation group – guess I am not as happy as I
thought I was, well, at least according to this test.
How did you score?
Looking to improve your happiness score? According to a
May 2016 BMJ Open study, ‘volunteering provides a sense
of purpose and improves your mood’. One way we can potentially improve our personal happiness score is by volunteering and giving back to the profession in which we work.
I invite you to get more involved and volunteer your time and
expertise by participating in one of the many fun and exciting committees of your Southern California Chapter of APWA. We welcome your participation and … who knows,
maybe it will increase your overall happiness score.
Please enjoy this issue of your award-winning Insight News
Magazine. I look forward to meeting you at one of our upcoming events and I thank you for the privilege of your time.

CHAPTER NEWS
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ON THE COVER
UPDATE ON PROP 6—THE EFFORT TO REPEAL CALIFORNIA’S TRANSPORTATION FUNDING
INSIGHT COMMITTEE I LISA RAPP I TALIN ESPINOSA

We are now counting down to an election that will decide
the fate of transportation in California for many years to
come. By now you must know that Proposition 6 has gathered enough signatures to be placed on the November 6th
ballot, statewide. This proposition would basically roll back
transportation revenues to 1993 levels—that is the last time
that revenues were increased. This would be devastating
for public agencies everywhere including Caltrans, cities
and counties.
Please visit the website for the California Statewide Local
Streets and Roads Needs Assessment Report at
www.SaveCaliforniaStreets.org to see the 2018 update of
the assessment report. The assessment documents the
condition of the public right-of-way statewide, focusing on
pavement, drainage, sidewalk, curb and gutter, and bridges.
When SB-1 was passed by the legislature, the 2016 assessment documented that the total shortfall to reach a good
state of repair statewide was $73B over the next 10 years.
The average statewide PCI was 65! Th2018 update evaluates the improvements in PCI and shortfall due to SB-1
funding, as well as projects what the loss of SB-1 fund will

mean in the future, should Prop 6 pass.
Public Works professionals throughout the state need to
speak up to their friends, relatives and neighbors to help
them understand that although there was an increase in the
gas tax as part of SB-1, the benefits for that modest amount
paid by each driver is truly meaningful. If they hear this
from someone they know and trust in the professional, they
will be better educated when they go to the polls.
To help you deliver this message, we have included a double-side flyer on the next two pages that you can tear out
and personalize. There is blank space at the bottom of the
second page for you to put in your name, personal email
address and/or personal phone number for questions before
you make copies. You can also include any pertinent information from your city on how this money helps your own
community. Or include any information on your professional
background to give it some weight. It is up to you to customize in that space!
We hope that you will find this to be a useful tool!

EASY TO CUSTOMIZE FLYER TO
FOR YOUR FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS
2018 BRONZE CHAPTER SPONSORS
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SAFE CLEAN WATER PROGRAM

SAFE CLEAN WATER PROGRAM—MEASURE W—ON NOVEMBER BALLOT IN LA COUNTY
SEAN SINGLETARY l PRINCIPAL ENGINEER l PASADENA

For municipal stormwater managers, there are plenty of issues that can keep one up at night: unfunded liabilities;
threats of third party lawsuits; regional projects that are
stuck in political or interagency squabbles … the list goes
on. So at first glance, Los Angeles County’s Safe, Clean
Water (SCW) program seems like an answer to the financial
prayers of cities struggling with a combined $2B price tag for
compliance by 2037. However, like any program of this
scope, the devil is in the details, and close attention to impacts to your agency is critical.
On July 17, 2018, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors voted 4-1 to put the Safe Clean Water program on the
November ballot. To address the stormwater funding shortfall, the County’s parcel tax proposal is based on the square
footage of impervious area of a property, approximately 2.5
cents per square foot of impervious area. This tax structure
would generate an estimated $300M annually. The breakdown of these revenues is as follows: 40% returned to the
Cities the properties lie in; 10% to the Los Angeles County
Flood Control District (LACFCD) for administration; and the
remaining 50% returned to the various watersheds for regional projects.
The 40% local return is of particular
interest to municipalities, as it will
provide a much-needed source of
funding for stormwater projects, and
ensuing operations and maintenance costs. Cities are interested in
exactly which activities qualify under
this program, as the funds are subject to reporting and audit requirements. The SCW program guidelines state that at least 70% of these funds must be spent on
new projects, and there is a 30% maximum on SCWqualifying activities that commenced prior to the passage of
the fee.
The 50% regional portion will be used on projects selected
by Watershed Area Steering Committees, which will be
comprised of municipal, water agency, sanitation, parks,
business, environmental, and environmental justice representatives, who will meet to review and rank submitted regional projects. A Regional Oversight committee, appointed
by the Board of Supervisors, will include subject matter experts on water quality benefits, water supply benefits, nature
based solutions and community investment benefits. The
Watershed Areas do not exactly adhere to the boundaries of
existing EWMP (Enhanced Watershed Management Program) set up regionally for MS4 compliance, and some
agencies fall into multiple Watershed areas, which will increase the workload on those agencies. This piece is of
particular concern to agencies who are sensitive to possible
bureaucratic challenges to a program of this scope, and loss
of local control of property tax revenues.
In 2013, the County considered a similar parcel fee to fund
regional stormwater projects, but after intense pushback

from residents, businesses and school districts, the supervisors did not opt to add the measure to the ballot. To avoid a
similar fate this time around, the County undertook a rigorous stakeholder outreach with multiple meetings regionally.
Stakeholders submitted multiple rounds of questions and
concerns to help the County tailor the program into its current state.
Many trade groups, public agencies, environmental and
community groups, and private citizens spoke at the July 17
meeting, with comments running the gamut from enthusiastic support to vehement anti-tax sentiment. Elected officials
and staff from at least eight cities expressed support for including the measure on the ballot, but a few requested clarification on scoring criteria for regional projects, emphasis on
water quality, and lack of a dusk clause. Two cities formally
opposed the measure. As expected, grassroots environmental and community groups strongly supported the proposal, citing water quality, environmental justice and health
benefits, with the LA Waterkeeper and Heal The Bay joining
the chorus of support. Trade groups and unions, such as
local chapters of IBEW, AFL-CIO and SEIU, supported the
proposal as well. The loudest voices against the measure
were business groups, concerned about the impact of an
additional tax burden on economic
development in the County. The
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce moved from an opposition
position to neutral, while BizFed, an
economic advocacy group composed of more than 170 business organizations representing 390,000 employers with 3.5 million employees
throughout LA County, opposed the
measure, along with the Santa Clarita Valley Chamber of Commerce. NBC Universal expressed a desire for credits for existing
diversion, treatment and recycling programs, Union Pacific Railroad opposed on the basis of unclear fee structure for their parcels, and a representative from a realtor association in Pasadena, Arcadia, Burbank and Glendale wanted to see a dusk
clause. The Los Angeles and San Gabriel Valley Vector Control
District asked that mosquito abatement be considered in any
projects funded by the measure.
In her ‘no’ vote on the measure, Supervisor Katherine
Barger echoed the concerns of the stakeholders, including
local control issues, credits for cities that currently self-tax,
lack of a dusk clause, and the assessment appeals process.
Ultimately, her vote was based on the fact that multiple taxes are proposed in the near term (including fire and library
taxes at County and an affordable housing crisis), and her
constituents may reach a state of tax fatigue for an item that
she considers to go ‘above and beyond’ what is currently
required by mandates.
Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, who introduced the measure along
with Supervisor Hilda Solis, in her ‘yes’ vote, reiterated the
need for a consistent water supply, as well as water quality,
7
(Continued on page 11 - Measure W)

23RD ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT RECAP
KEN TAYLOR I CO-CHAIR, GOLF COMMITTEE

The Golf Committee would like to thank all
of the participants, sponsors, volunteers
and committee members for your help
with and participation in this year’s Golf
Tournament. Held on May 11, 2018 at
Coyote Hills Golf Course in Fullerton, we
had a record turn-out of 162 golfers and
raised over $20,000 for the scholarship
fund to support students in engineering
and public works related fields.
We want to especially thank Global Environmental Products for being our Tournament Sponsor for the past six years. We
First Place - Young Professionals (-3)
also want to thank our Annual APWA Gold, Silver and Bronze sponsors as well Elizabeth Ruedas, Kayla Szubielski,
Joe Pinel, Bryan Redsun
as our sponsors for the Banquet, Taco
and Margarita Bar, Raffle Prizes, Closest
to the Pin, and Foursome sponsors listed
below.

2018 SILVER
CHAPTER SPONSORS

Tournament Sponsor
Global Environmental Inc.
Banquet Sponsor
Enterprise Fleet Management
Taco and Margarita Bar Sponsor
Interwest Consulting Group
Closest to the Pin Sponsor
NMG Geotechnical
Raffle Prize Sponsor
Nixon-Egli
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Tee Sponsors
Berge and Associates
Kling Consulting Group
Hunsaker
Griffin Structures
Foursome Sponsors
BKF Engineers
Kreuzer Consulting Group
Mark Thomas
PENCO Engineering Inc.
Stantec

First Place - AndersonPenna (-20!)
John Wolitarsky, Austin Wolitarsky,
Pat Proano, Steve Badum

KDM Meridian
CWE
Engineering Contractors Association
Valued Engineering
CNC Engineering
Ergon Asphalt and Emulsion
Ninyo & Moore
Psomas
Tetra Tech
Sonrays Machinery/Case
Interwest Consulting Group

2018 GOLF TOURNAMENT

Second Place – Sonsray Machinery/Case (-19)
Rich Dingman, Pete Mazanti, Ron Reis,
Tony Lucia

Third Place – Pac Rim (-19)
Roy Kim, John Chun, Shawn Choi,
Scott Baldwin

2018 GOLD CHAPTER SPONSOR

2018 GOLD CHAPTER SPONSOR

SAVE THE DATE! The 24th Annual Golf Tournament is scheduled for Friday,
May 10, 2019 at Coyote Hills. We look for forward to seeing you all next year!
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SOCAL APWA MEMBERS EXPERIENCE PWX, NATIONAL ROADEO - BRING HOME AWARDS
NATASHA DEBENON l CLIENT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER l GHIRARDELLI & ASSOCIATES

From August 26-29, Public Works officials from all around
the US and Canada gathered in Kansas City to learn, network and have fun. PWX was a terrific experience for first
timers, and seasoned veterans. Members of the Southern
California Chapter brought home awards and memories.
For the first time, the SoCal Chapter sponsored two participants in the National Roadeo. Insight thought it would be a
great opportunity for our readers to hear directly from our
members about their experiences at PWX, so that perhaps
next year, you might consider joining us at this outstanding
conference!
“Lisa Rapp and I were
delighted to see that
our joint article regarding leveraging
resources had been
published in the new
Public Works
AdministrationOperations manual!
Also, I was amazed at
Kansas City's new
vibrancy, which I believe is largely due to
the construction of its
fixed-rail streetcar
system that links various far-flung parts of
its downtown. It's always rewarding to
see how public works
efforts benefit our
cities!”
Bonnie Teaford,
SoCal Chapter
Delegate

“APWA's PWX it is not only a chance for me to reconnect
with fellow public works colleagues from around the country,
but it also gives me a chance to bring some of my own staff
from the Los Angeles’ Bureau of Engineering. We all benefit
from the excellent education sessions, the dynamic keynote
speakers, as well as the camaraderie and social opportunities provided by this well-organized event. Because we are
in the process of designing the new Downtown Los Angeles
Streetcar project, I especially enjoyed the educational sessions on the Kansas City streetcar.” See you next year in
Seattle at PWX 2019! - Gary Lee Moore, City Engineer, City
of Los Angeles

Mark your calendar now for
September 8-11, 2019 when
PWX will be in Seattle,
Washington!
SoCal Chapter sponsored
its first competitors in the
APWA National Roadeo.
On the right, Sal Medina
from Long Beach Water
Department and Ed Barrios from Anaheim competed. These two gentlemen won the local competition in April. On the
left, Ed performs on backhoe. They had three different competitions for a
total score. Well done!
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2018 PWX IN KANSAS CITY

“PWX was definitely a professionally rewarding experience. Its broad range of courses, vendor exposition, and guest speakers made it a “must go event”
for me and my staff. The event was also a great
place for networking and seeing what other jurisdictions are doing.” Salvador Mendez, Public Works
Director, Lynwood
For more SoCal Chapter photos from PWX and the
Roadeo, visit our flickr page at:

19th Annual
BEST Awards
Wednesday,
December 12, 2018

The Centre, Lakewood

http://www.flickr.com/photos/47026369@N05/
(Continued from page 7 - Measure W)

2018 SILVER
CHAPTER SPONSORS

and that currently there is no funding source for this
regional issue, as ‘water doesn’t know what city it’s
in.”
As stormwater managers and Los Angeles County
voters, we will make the decision in November
whether we support this critical measure. Many
speakers at the County hearing expressed that while
the measure isn’t perfect, ‘perfect shouldn’t be the
enemy of good’. Regardless of its passage, stormwater funding is going to be a substantial component
of our workload for the foreseeable future, and the
County’s efforts in creating a program to take to the
stakeholders is to applauded.

Honoring Outstanding Public
Projects, Programs, and Public
Works Leaders
Reservations for our BEST Awards
Luncheon are now being
accepted on line - Reserve Early This event will sell out!
For Award Applications or Reservations:
http://apwa.southernca.net
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Two Socal Chapter Members Selected for the 2019 Emerging
Leader Academy
Candice Vander Hyde of Lancaster and Victor Chavez of South
Gate, have been selected for the Emergency Leader Academy. Being selected for this elite program, is an honor as well as a huge career booster—only 17 of the 74 applications were selected!
Candice Vander Hyde is a Management Analyst in the Development
Services Department at the City of Lancaster. In Lancaster for 8
years, Candice directly supports the City Engineering Division, which
encompasses the Building & Safety and Traffic Engineering sections. Candice is an appointed representative for the City of
Lancaster on the North Los Angeles County Transportation
Coalition (NCTC) Technical Advisory Committee and the
Antelope Valley Board of Trade Transit Advisory Committee,
as well as the NCTC regional representative to Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) Technical Advisory Committee. Candice went to Arizona State
University where she graduated with a Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies in Nonprofit Management and Business
Administration (2003) and graduated Summa Cum Laude
with a Master of Public Administration in Government and
Public Policy from Grand Canyon University.

2017 GOLD CHAPTER SPONSOR

Victor Chavez is an Associate Civil Engineer with the City of
South Gate and has 9 years of experience working for the
Public Works Department of several local agencies. He has
successfully managed a variety of projects including street
and sewer improvements, traffic signal improvements, facility rehabilitations, improving bicycle safety, and street light
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energy efficiency projects. Victor was responsible for preparing the Pavement Management System report for the
City of Baldwin Park. He has obtained certifications for
Construction Management and Designing for Pedestrian
Safety from Caltrans, Turner Construction, and MTA. Victor
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering
from Cal Poly Pomona.
Victor is an active member of APWA and serves on the
Young Professionals (YP) committee as the Treasurer. He
has been instrumental in the YPs success by bringing new
ideas on how to generate funds for the future of the organization. Not only has he managed the budget, Victor helped
initiate the YP college outreach, attending events at Loyola
Marymount University and Occidental College. Victor has
shown great enthusiasm for growing the YP group and developing Young Professionals in Public Works.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Ardurra Group Acquires AndersonPenna Partners
Ardurra Group has acquired AndersonPenna Partners Inc.
(APP), a California-based engineering consulting firm. APP
serves local and regional agencies with services focused on
civil engineering project delivery and staff augmentation.
Ardurra Group is an Engineering News-Record Top 500 firm
that provides consulting and engineering services to public
and private entities throughout the United States. With the
addition of APP, Ardurra further expands its in-house capabilities in public works projects.
APP will continue to operate as AndersonPenna Partners
Inc. from its offices in Newport Beach, CA and El Segundo,
CA.
Ardurra’s CEO, Ernesto Aguilar, explained, “APP has a
strong reputation for delivering quality projects to their clients, which is in line with our core values. APP’s addition
further expands our public works expertise.”
Lisa Penna, APP’s President/CEO, adds, “Joining the Ardurra team allows us to provide our expertise and services on a
larger scale with expanded service offerings, while maintaining the same level of quality and commitment.”

2018 G0LD CHAPTER SPONSOR

Ardurra Group operates as a portfolio company of RTC
Partners, LLC. RTC Partners, LLC is a New York based
private equity firm that partners with managers of middle
market companies to unlock growth opportunities. Further
information is available at www.rtcpartners.com

Administrative Manager of the Year
Ms. Florinda Langilotti is affectionately known as Flo
by her peers and colleagues. She is admired both inside
the City of Pasadena’s organization, as well as within her
community. She has achieved great success and sets an
example for commitment to responsiveness and customer
services. Flo can always be counted on to be available 24
hours a day. Today Ms. Langilotti has been with the City of
Pasadena for 17 years and is now the Operations Manager
for the Department of Public Works. She oversees 69 full
time employees and an operating budget of approximately
$20.7 million.
She has developed and implemented an organizationalwide centralized fleet replacement program, developed and
implemented a computerized maintenance management
system (Lucity), and conducted a comprehensive maintenance optimization study. Ms Langilotti has also led building automation upgrades and helped facilitate coordination
of the staff to support the Rose Bowl. She further implemented many recommendations from the maintenance
optimization study to improve maintenance operations and
reduced the Fleet Maintenance Division overtime by 172%
over the past four years. Ms. Langilotti comes highly recommended by her supervisors and peers in the industry,
both of whom have worked with her directly and those who
have been affected by the improvement she has brought to
the City. Flo is the epitome of an effective and professional
administrative manager and is well deserving of the National Award for Professional Administrative Manager of the
Year.
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SOCAL’S YOUNG PROFESSIONALS SUMMER UPDATE
ROBIN RAINES, EIT l STAFF ENGINEER l GHD

Our 3rd Quarter was jam-packed with events including a
technical tour, the annual scholarship event, a community
service event, a general session, and PWX2018.
Our YPs kicked off the quarter with a lunch, technical
presentation, & tour of the Alameda Corridor East construction project located in the City
of San Gabriel.
This project
consisted of a
1.4-mile section
of the Union
Pacific railroad
that was lowered in a 30’
deep, 65’ wide
trench. The
presentation
highlighted each
phase of construction & the obstacles that were faced on this massive
grade separation endeavor. After the presentation, our YPs
got a chance to descend the scaffolding to see the trench
section where construction crews were installing the finishing touches on the walls.
Our next event was the Annual Scholarship Award Ceremony. The Scholarship Committee has awarded over $390,000
to students majoring in public works related fields since
1997. For the 2018-2019 school year, the chapter awarded
nearly
$40,000 to
27 young
professionals working
on undergraduate
degrees.
Scholarship
award
amounts
ranged from
$500 to
$3,000 per
recipient
and included 10 high school seniors, 13 undergraduates,
and 4 distinguished recipients. These students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 and commit to at least 4 hours
of promoting APWA and community service. Congratulations to our Student YPs! See page 3 for our scholarship
winners.
For our community service event, about 20 of our YPs
joined the rest of the SoCal Chapter at the Second Harvest
Food Bank located in Irvine, CA. This food bank provides
nourishment to roughly 301,000 people in Orange County.
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Over 50+ APWA members attended this event in order to
sort donated produce to help local communities in need.
While enduring the summer heat, our chapter members sorted 11,600 pounds of peaches and 3,000 pounds of zucchinis, cucumbers, and melons in 4 hours. For more information about the Second Harvest Food Bank visit: https://
www.feedoc.org.
The 3rd Quarter General Session topic was the “Road to
Career Advancement,” where
our YPs got the chance to
engage with several panelists
from the industry. These panelists included Lisa Penna,
President & CEO of Anderson
Penna; Ehab Maximous, Director of Public Works for the
City of Yorba Linda; and Robert Luciano, Construction Services Manager for the City of
Anaheim. Carlos Castellanos,
City Engineer for the City of
Anaheim, moderated and
guided this discussion with
questions targeted for entry level and young professionals
looking to advance in their career. This meeting was full of
great advice for YPs in both the Public and Private side of
the industry.

CHAPTER EVENTS

The PWX2018 Conference was held at
the Kansas City Convention Center this
year. Sarah Terry, LA
Consulting; Jesseca
Martinez, HNTB; and
Victor Chavez, City of
South Gate represented the SoCal YP
Committee at the
national public works expo. Sarah Terry was also a panelist
for a session called “Dare to Ask: Men & Women in the
Workplace.” This session discussed hard to address topics
on the relationships between men and women in a professional environment. It is great to see our YPs engaging in
these types of discussions locally and at a national level as
our YP committee membership grows.
Our YP Committee is dedicated to assisting young professionals develop in their careers, while giving valuable advice
and opportunities to network. Please encourage your colleagues and protégés to get involved in our YP Committee.
Our next YP event will be our 4th Quarter General Session
Meeting which will take place on November 21, 2018 at 6:30
PM at Mayfair Park, 5720 Clark Ave. Lakewood, CA 90712.
For more information on registering for our events, please
visit our website at http://southernca.apwa.net/
PageDetails/11125
Our online network of YPs is growing… Be sure to Like, Follow & Share our social media accounts.
Have you ever wanted to share something online with our
YPs? Mention @APWASoCalYP or use our hashtag
#APWASoCalYP in your online posts!

ADVICE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
ROAD TO CAREER ADVANCEMENT PANEL
Use your existing connections to help make introductions.
This industry is small. It may only take one or two connections to meet the person you are looking for at the
agency or company where you are applying.
Always research the agency or company before you apply. This research should include salary, current and upcoming projects, who you will be working with, and values
of the agency or company.
A “how have you” question is where you can leverage
your experience.
A “how would you” question is where you should share
your vision & spark.
Be humble about your skill set! Avoid seeming
complacent!
A good understanding of business acumen will always be
a valuable asset because the business side of the industry will never go away.

Oct 23-25
Oct 25
Nov 8
Dec 12
Jan 2019

Public Works Institute — Rio Hondo Events Center, Downey
Chapter Luncheon — Stormwater Compliance, Challenges & Solutions — Rio Hondo Events
Center, Downey
Greenbook Seminar — Carson Community Center, Carson
19th Annual BEST Awards Luncheon — The Centre, Lakewood CA
Annual Installation Dinner — Location to be announced

http://southernca.apwa.net

Phone No: 310.995.9800

Programs &
Events

2018 Calendar
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1600 Rosecrans Avenue, 4th Floor
Media Bldg.
Manhattan Beach, Ca 90266

Employment Opportunity: AndersonPenna Partners, Inc. (APP) is seeking a full-time Engineering Project
Leader/Manager. APP offers a highly competitive compensation and benefits package. Salary range dependent
on qualifications. For more info, please visit https://www.andersonpenna.com/careers-current-opportunities.
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